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Drawing No. 04 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for MS Tank on Fire)
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Drawing No. 05 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for SKO on Fire)
Drawing No. 06 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for HSD Tank on Fire)
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Drawing No. 07 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for MS Tank vessel connection failure)
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Drawing No. 08 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for SKO Tank vessel connection failure)
Drawing No. 09 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for HSD Tank vessel connection failure)
Drawing No. 10 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for MS 25% Pump Discharge Line Gasket failure (TLF))
Drawing No. 11 (Overpressure distance due to UVCE for MS 25% Pump Discharge Line Gasket failure (TLF))
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Drawing No. 12 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for SKO 25% Pump Discharge Line Gasket failure (TLF))
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Drawing No. 13 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for HSD 25% Pump Discharge Line Gasket failure (TLF))
Drawing No. 14 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for MS TLF Loading Arm Failure)
Drawing No. 15 (Overpressure distance due to UVCE for MS TLF Loading Arm Failure)
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Drawing No. 16 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for SKO TLF Loading Arm Failure)
.Drawing No. 17 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for HSD TLF Loading Arm Failure)
Drawing No. 18 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for MS Pump Discharge Line Full-Bore Failure)
Drawing No. 19 (Overpressure distance due to UVCE for MS Pump Discharge Line Full-Bore Failure)
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Drawing No. 20 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for SKO Pump Discharge Line Full-Bore Failure)
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Drawing No. 21 (Thermal radiation distance due to Pool Fire for HSD Pump Discharge Line Full-Bore Failure)